Farm Health Guardian
Helping you boost
your biosecurity

Farm Health Guardian (FHG) by Livetec Systems is a biosecurity
management system that records the movement of trucks and people
on and off farm properties for rapid contact tracing in the event of a
disease outbreak.
FHG helps you and your employees protect the health of your livestock
and poultry, saving producers and food companies time and money.
Our unique service enables you to digitally transform biosecurity at
your farm business with electronic check-ins, truck movement records,
digitised logbooks, instant alerts, messaging and report generation of
outbreaks in minutes.

Farm Health Guardian

Speed matters in an outbreak
The faster you identify a disease and where it might have moved, the better
chance you have to stop the spread within your operation.
Whether you are managing 4 farms or 400 farms, Farm Health Guardian can help you take action to prepare
and protect your operation. We can boost your farm operation’s biosecurity to prepare for disease threats
with our proven, patented and cost effective system.

Enhance biosecurity
across your entire operation
Know who and what is on your farm by adding Farm
Health Protect. This smart biosecurity management
system will enhance your farm’s disease prevention
with electronic logbooks, digitised downtime
charts, movement reports and mapping.
Reduce the risk of disease transmission with real-time
digital recording of all movement in and out of your farm
property and instant communications to stop the spread
of disease.
Farm Health Protect makes it easy to regulate farm
reporting and audits with automatic data collection.

Implementing Farm Health Guardian as our digital
biosecurity program automated our downtime charts and moved
our visitor logbooks to a new, electronic version that is available
to all farm employees and farm visitors. The platform has
streamlined our communications across the organisation through
in-app alert messaging on the Farm Health Guardian system.
Farm Health Guardian also enabled us to be able to immediately
generate automated trace out reports.”
LeeAnn Peters - Director, Technical Services at Maple Leaf Foods Inc.

Farm Health Guardian
Reduce your cost of production
Farm Health Guardian is proven to increase
operational efficiencies by automating
and streamlining animal health recording,
communications and biosecurity protocols.
Enhancing biosecurity to reduce the risk of
diseases and maintaining animal health.
Digitising logbooks and biosecurity
downtime requirements.
Eliminating delays by instantly messaging
employees about exposure or risk of
spreading disease.

Instant communications
Streamline communication between farm
employees and your animal health team to
report symptoms and health observations in
a centralised health record.
If an outbreak is suspected, notifications
and alert messages can be deployed to
anyone at risk within your farm’s network,
including visitors.
The in-app messaging tool can send
lock-down alerts to stop the spread of
disease or outbreak in minutes.

Protect your farm against
disease transmission
Real-time digital recording all
movement of people and trucks in
and out of your farm.
Instantly customise farm entry and health
screening requirements for all employees,
contractors and other farm visitors.
Automatic entry notifications or entry
denials and downtime charts.

Quick and easy setup
Complete system support and set up
from our technical team within 48
hours of startup.

Training and support
Training materials and videos
provided to make the system easy
to use and implement.

Why choose Farm Health Guardian?
Save money with improved disease prevention, livestock disease
management and biosecurity compliance

Easy setup and use, touchless, fast and
confidential technology

Automate reports for faster, more
efficient analysis and record keeping

24/7 monitoring of movement in and out
of farm locations in real-time

Stop the spread of disease by improving
your outbreak response

Streamline communications to everyone
in your production system

Take action to prevent and reduce the risk
of disease

Available to everyone involved in your
operation

Early disease detection with animal health
reporting tools

To find out more visit www.livetecsystems.co.uk/FHG

Livetec is the leading provider of livestock
protection - the go-to partner for all
biosecurity issues across the industry.
We provide an extensive range of innovative solutions for our clients:
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About Livetec Systems
We are continually exploring new ways to improve
the future of farming. We want to give farmers the
peace of mind that they’re doing everything they
can to protect their animals and efficiently operate
their business in the very best way.
Our clients trust us to protect their reputation,
livestock and livelihoods by working in compliance
with US, UK and EU legislation. We act as a partner
to help make the necessary changes to facilitate a
strong, resilient farming strategy.

The British Poultry Council
has worked with Livetec for six
years and highly values their
rapid and reliable service. Livetec
provides our member businesses
and their farmers with the most
efficient service during the worst
of times. Industry, Government
and Livetec all work together to
mitigate the risk of disaster and
keep the food supply chain going”
The British Poultry Council
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